
Datasheet

Type:  NS92
Itemnr.: 3416200003

Product describtion
The NS92 is an exclusive series for wall mounting, either as a 
sleek, integrated lamp built in the wall, or as regular mounting on 
the wall. The NS92 is not only exclusive in looks and styling. It is 
also an incredibly strong and robust series, obtaining IK10 sta-
tus, which simply means it is specifically developed to withstand 
shocks, blows and even vandalism. The series is delivered with 
the latest LED technology and driver, ensuring you a very long 
lifespan and the best energy efficiency on the market. The NS92 
is delivered as IP65, meaning it is waterproof and enabling you 
use is as an outdoor lamp or installing it in damp rooms. Are you 
in the mood for some colour? The NS92 can be delivered in vari-
ous colours, but is delivered in the sleek graphite white as shown 
on the picture.
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Technical Data

Lumen 405lm

Beam Angle 50 Asymmetric

Colors Avaliable Warm white or Neutral white

Color Temperature Warm white 3000K or Neutral white: 4000K

Color Rendering CRI80+

MacAdam Step 3

Color Bin V6

Consumption 4.5W

Voltage Range 220 ~ 240VAC 50/60Hz

Efficiency 90 LPW

Equal To  NS92 4.5W = Fluorescent tube TC-TEL 11W

Lifetime LEDs 50K hours at Ta = 25°C (L70) B10

Lifetime driver 50K hours at Ta = 25°C (MTBF) B10

Dimmable No

IP Code IP65

IK class IK10

Class 2, Double Insulated

Size L190 x W190 x H45 mm

Installation Wall mounted

Weight 1,5 Kg

IES File Yes

Certificates CE, ROHS, TM21, LM80, IES

Warranty 5 years*

Housing Graphit dark grey, black or optional

Normasym is constantly developing and improving its products. All descriptions, illustrations, drawings and specifications in this publication present only general particulars and shall not form part of any contract. 
The right is reserved to change specifications without prior notification or public announcement. *For more information on warranty see: normasym.com/terms/
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Shipping

The products are to be delivered in package of 12 pcs.

Energy savings up to 80%

One-lamp tube TC-DEL 11W 	 NS92 4.5W

Halogen QT 20W 	 NS92 4.5W


